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Abstract: 

Wayside unit of measurement (RSUs), which enable vehicle -to-base Synonyms/Hypernyms 

(Ordered by Estimated Frequency) of noun communication , are deployed along roadside to 

handle the ever-growing communication demands caused by explosive increase of vehicular 

traffics. How to efficiently utilize them to enhance the vehicular delay tolerant network (VDTN) 

performance are the important problem s in designing RSU-aided VDTNs. In this work, we 

implement an extensive experiment involving tens of thousands of operational fomite in Beijing 

city. Based on this newly collected Beijing trace and the existing Shanghai trace, we obtain some 

invariant properties for communication impinging s of large scale RSU-aided VDTNs. 

Specifically, we find that the striking time between RSUs and vehicle obeys an exponential 

distribution , while the contact rate between them follows a Poisson distribution. According to 

these observance , we investigate the problem of communication contact-aware mobile data 

retort for RSU-aided VDTNs by considering the mobile data public exposure system that 

transmits data from the Internet to vehicles via RSUs through opportunistic communications. In 

particular, we formulate the communication contact-aware RSU-aided vehicular mobile data 

dissemination problem as an optimization problem with realistic VDTN settings, and we provide 

an efficient heuristic solution for this Nurse practitioner -hard problem. By carrying out 

extensive simulation using realistic vehicular traces, we demonstrate the effectualness of our 

proposed heuristic contact-aware data replication outline , in comparison with the optimal 

solution and other existing schemes. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

NOWADAYS, as more and more 

conveyances are equipped with contrivances 

to provide wireless communication 

capability, intrigues on vehicular 

communications and networks have grown 

significantly. Incipiently emerged vehicular 

communication networks are visually 

perceived as a key technology for 

ameliorating road safety and building keenly 

intellective conveyance system (ITS) . Many 

applications of vehicular networks are 

additionally emerging, including automatic 

collision admonition, remote conveyance 

diagnostics, emergency management and 

assistance for safe driving, conveyance 

tracking, automobile high speed Internet 

access, and multimedia content sharing. In 

USA, Federal Communications Commission 

has allocated 75 MHz of spectrum for 

dedicated short-range communications in 

vehicular networks, and IEEE is additionally 

working on cognate standard designations. 

Many consortia and standardization bodies 

are actively developing technologies and 

protocols for information transmission 

between conveyances and roadside unit 

(RSU) infrastructure equipments, kenned as 

conveyances to infrastructures (V2I), as well 

as between conveyances, kenned as 

conveyances to conveyances (V2V) . Albeit 

the third generation and forth generation 

mobile cellular networks with broad 

coverage and high bandwidth are able to 

provide multimedia content downloading 

accommodations for the moving 

conveyances, with the incrementation of the 

accommodations and utilizer demands, 

cellular networks will very likely be 

overloaded and congested in the near future. 

Especially during peak time and in urban 

central areas, cellular- predicated vehicular 

communications will face extreme 

performance hits in terms of low network 

bandwidth, missed calls, and unreliable 

coverage. In terms of the data in the mobile 

content sharing, some data items are popular 

and needed by a substantial amount of users. 

Thus, benefiting from the mundane intrigues 

among the users and properties of free of 

cost, efficient utilization of the spare 

capacity of local sharing links, V2I and V2V 

communications becomes more inevitably 

ineluctable for the application of mobile 

content dissemination. 

2. RELATED WORK  

Existing System 

Many challenging and open quandaries 

subsist in designing RSU-availed VDTNs, 

and currently many consortia and 
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standardization bodies are actively 

developing technologies and protocols for 

efficient data transmission in VDTNs. 

Recent works have fixated on how to deploy 

RSU infrastructure to handle the growing 

communication demands as the number of 

conveyances increases, and have proposed 

optimal RSU placement schemes with the 

consideration of the vehicular traffic and 

city structures. With an optimal RSU 

deployment, which dramatically enhances 

the VDTN’s performance in terms of data 

transmission delay and ratio, one of the 

major remaining quandaries is how to 

efficiently utilize the RSUs to ameliorate the 

data dissemination performance. In 

vehicular sensor networks, subsisting works 

investigate the schemes of data replication 

utilizing RSUs. For example, Ref. identified 

a set of design culls of content-addressed 

storage and mobility-avail storage to utilize 

the resources of RSUs, while Ref. proposed 

multihop data replication schemes to deal 

with the opportunistic mobility. However, 

these works do not take the mobility patterns 

of the vehicular with the RSU into the 

consideration of data replication design. In a 

VDTN, data dissemination efficiency 

depends on how the RSUs replicate the 

mobile data and, furthermore, the vehicular 

mobility critically influences the 

opportunistic data transmission. Ergo, how 

the mobile data are replicated to the targeted 

RSUs by considering the vehicular mobility 

and data requisites as well as the RSUs’ data 

storage policy is a critically consequential 

quandary to be solved. 

Proposed System:  

In this system, we propose contact-cognizant 

data replication for RSU-avail VDTNs by 

considering the application of mobile data 

dissemination.  More categorically, we study 

the quandary of how the system replicates 

mobile data to the deployed RSUs to 

enhance the mobile data sharing and 

dissemination efficiency. In order to solve 

this quandary, we first modeling the patterns 

of opportunistic communication contacts 

between conveyances and RSUs, and we 

then propose an efficient data replication 

scheme for the system to replicate mobile 

data. 

3. IMPLEMENTATION  

Network formation 

In this module, we compose the vehicular 

delay tolerant network (VDTN). In this 

network first we engender one central 

controller. It is the controller of total VDTN. 

Next we engender no of content servers. 

Each content server has unique id. These 
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content servers are connects with central 

controller. Followed by, we engender no of 

RSU’s. Each RSU has unique id same as 

content servers. Then we fine-tuned it into 

sundry locations. Then each RSU’s are 

connects with desirable content servers. 

Last, we engender conveyances. Each 

conveyance has unique id.  

Conveyances connect with rsu’s: 

In this module, each conveyance enters the 

RSU coverage location, automatically its id 

identified by that RSU. Then it connected 

with our VDTN. This conveyance id is send 

from RSU to its content server. Finally the 

content server forwards this conveyance id 

to central controller. 

Data replication 

In this module, a conveyance wants to 

replicate its file to destination conveyance. 

So it culls the destination and send the 

replicate request to its RSU. The RSU 

forward this replication request to its content 

server. Followed by, content server forwards 

this request to central controller.  Now 

central controller finds destination vehicle’s 

location and its RSU and content Server. 

Then it forwards this request to destination 

content server. Followed by, this content 

server forwards this request to destination 

RSU. Then this destination RSU replicates 

the file to destination VM. 

 

Fig:-1 System Architecture 

4. IMPLEMENTATION  

 

Fig:-2 Controller Center  
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Fig:-3 Content Server-1 

 

Fig:-3 Content Server-2 

 

Fig:-4 Delay Graph 

 

5. CONCLUSION  

Content replication is a very captivating 

conception to increment content availability 

in VANET applications. However, concrete 

characteristics of VANETs, such as highly 

dynamic topology and sizably voluminous-

scale scenarios, impose challenging issues to 

this task. To tackle this quandary, we 

propose and evaluate a content replication 

solution, called ODCRep, that relies on the 

vehicles’ inchoation-destination points and 

on efficient algorithms. Through extensive 

simulation, we have shown that ODCRep 

could lead to high coverage results by 

balancing the replica placements, yet 

consuming less network resources, when 

compared to two subsisting solutions. In this 

work, we advance the state of the art in the 

VANET content replication area. 

Nevertheless, effort should be done afore 

having efficient, cost-efficacious, and 

immensely colossal-scale solutions deployed 

in authentic scenarios. To this end, it is 

paramount to make ODCRep dynamic to 

habituate in diverse situations, such as 

during a long period of traffic congestion 

caused by unexpected events. In integration, 

we intend to evaluate ODCRep for different 

application demands, like delay-sensitive 

and geo localized content. Determinately, 
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other subsisting proposals should be utilized 

as baseline solutions to avail amending 

ODCRep. 
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